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List of Abbreviations 
 

CLTS   Community-Led Total Sanitation  

DEHO   District Environmental Health Officer 

EHO-WES  Environmental Health Officer for Water and Environmental Sanitation 

EWB  Engineers Without Borders Canada 

GVH  Group Village Head (group of villages) 

HC  Health Centres 

HSA   Health Surveillance Assistance (field staff for Ministry of Health) 

JMP  Joint Monitoring Program 

MoAIWD  Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and Water Development 

M&E  Monitoring and Evaluation 

MoH   Ministry of Health 

NSO  National Statistics Office 

NSP  National Sanitation Policy (for Malawi) 

SWSME  Strengthening Water and Sanitation Monitoring and Evaluation (incoming M&E sector  

  framework funded by the African Water Facility/African Development Bank) 

TA  Traditional Authority (group of GVHs) 

TWG   M&E Technical Working Group (one of multiple committees for technical decision  

  making  in the Malawi WASH sector)  

UNICEF  United Nations Children’s Education Fund 

WES  Water and Environmental Sanitation 

WASH   Water, Sanitation and Hygiene 
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I. Introduction 
This report provides a summary of the workshop held on January 6th, 2012 for pilot districts involved in 

the District-Level Sanitation M&E Pilot.  This initiative was created through the national ODF Task Force 

with support from the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and Water 

Development’s Department of Sanitation.  Technical and facilitation support is provided by Engineers 

Without Borders Canada (EWB) for this pilot. Funding for the workshop was provided by the Institute for 

Development Studies (IDS).  

This initiative is a key element of the ODF Strategy’s drive to harmonize indicators for CLTS and 

sanitation, and develop a tool that can be applied nationwide for increased information flow between 

districts, between districts and the national level, and between the government and other CLTS and 

sanitation implementers.  The workshop was designed based on the principle of collaboration and 

participation between district and national level government, to eventually create an M&E system which 

is appropriate for the end-users/beneficiaries of this initiative – the district governments. 

II. Overview of the District-Level Sanitation M&E Pilot 
The ODF Task Force through the Ministries of Health and Water piloted an M&E data collection system 

in four districts (Lilongwe, Blantyre, Mzimba, Salima).  The pilot will enable districts to determine which 

CLTS and sanitation data needs to be collected for effective and efficient district level decision making, 

planning, and M&E.  It aims to determine useful monitoring and evaluation indicators and increase 

district capacity for decision making on CLTS and sanitation initiatives overall. Additional objectives 

include enhancing management skills for sanitation managers, and improving the institutional set-up, 

structure and governance for government staff working on CLTS and sanitation programmes in general.  

This pilot is based on participatory principles to encourage collaboration and feedback between districts 

and the national level.   Similar to CLTS, it facilitates a shift in the interaction between 

implementers/beneficiaries and influential decision makers.  For this pilot, this means that decisions by 

key policy makers (national level stakeholders) are made with the end user in mind (district staff), so the 

design is appropriate, feasible, and sustained by those who will eventually use the system for their daily 

duties.    

III. Workshop Objectives  
The objectives of this workshop were as follows:  

 Receive an update on the current status of the pilot program 

 Provide clarification on proposed indicators 

 Review of responsibilities and data collection, entry, and analysis  activities  

 Harmonization of proposed district indicators with other water and sanitation sector indicators 

 Creation of action plan for moving forward  (length of pilot and next steps) 
 

The workshop programme can be found in Appendix A.  
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IV. Summary of Key Decisions 

The key decisions taken during this workshop are summarized in this section.  For detailed workshop 

clarifications and discussion see the section titled ‘Workshop Sessions and Key Points of Discussions’.  

 

1. Indicators 

 
General 

 The location codes on the form should be kept in separate columns (District, TA, GVH, Village) 
instead of having only one column with the entire code.  This will reduce error in data entry. 

 The codes should be maintained even in districts with inactive or incomplete registries. 
 Work with the districts to use the codes that are already established and if they have not been 

created in the district yet leave the code section blank for now. 
 Remove 'last' from the phrase ‘Date of Last Data Collection’.  This should reflect the date that 

this data was collected.  
 Save each round of data collection under a different name and copy a new sheet. 
 The data should be kept at the district level with a periodic report sent to National level.  The 

data also needs to be available for major NGOs working in the district. 
 Improvements:  Access or more sophisticated database that will allow for collection of multiple 

data sets should be investigated. 
 Change indicator called “not impermeable” to “permeable”. 
 Create a guideline for what permeable and impermeable mean in practice. 
 Include both JMP and NSP indicators in the tool.  

 
CLTS 

 Leave CLTS indicators as is for now as these indicators are flexible; district staff can track which 
indicators they feel are useful and can get EWB support to revise these indicators in the near 
future. 

 Create a plan to revisit CLTS indicators as part of the pilot. 
 
FACILITIES 

 Make ranges in the definition of # of estimated users to help with estimates. 

 Create standards for how many sanitation facilities are enough.   
 
HEALTH CENTRES 

 Peri-urban Health Centres should also be included in data collection (should be included as type 
of Health Centre). 

 
SCHOOLS 

 Continue to track # of eco-san latrines in schools during the pilot and revisit utility after first 
round of data has been collected.  

 The main water source should be collected and the type of water sources available should be 
added to the form for schools. 
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SANITATION 

 Modify definition of clean surrounding to include: No water stagnation (including soak way), free 
from excessive dirt, and free from bushes. 

 
HR  

 Only update CLTS/PHAST training information when there is a change or training. 

 
2. Forms 
 One compiled sheet per person collecting  (3 data collection templates) 

 Need to give room within the pilot phase to modify forms based on district experiences. 

 Whether to standardize the form for scale-up will be decided after the pilot. 

 Everyone should collect the same indicators but they can use whichever form they feel will work 
best in their district. 

 Add feedback / comment section to the existing forms. 

 
3. Data Collection Frequency and Reporting 
 There should be bi-annual data reporting instead of quarterly but the process for data collection 

should be on-going.   

 EWB will help set up the database. 

 The districts will send the database to the Ministry of Health (MoH). 

 The data entry spreadsheets will be standardized. 

 EWB will help the pilot districts with the data analysis and its use in district decision making. 

 
4. Indicator Harmonization 
 Invite Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and Water Development (MoAIWD) to review meetings 

and otherwise brief them.  

 Liaise with design of the sector M&E Framework (the consultant and the M&E Technical Working 
Group (TWG)). 

 Brief the National Sanitation and Hygiene Coordination Unit for Malawi (NSHCU) - prepare 
presentation for their next meeting on the pilot, get  background on their knowledge of M&E  for 
sanitation. 

 Document the lessons learned – both positive results and challenges to share with the sector. 

 
5. Scale-up Strategy 
 Conduct a dissemination workshop where the pilot process will be shared including the results.  

o Share experiences but also seek for national adoption. 

 Develop national scale-up plan. 

 Enable pilot districts training other districts (maybe through the zone system - meet quarterly or 
on request). 

 Create internal feedback loops.  

 Document and compile a guideline for CLTS, and overall sanitation and hygiene M&E  
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V. Action Plan/Moving forward 

The pilot will run through two rounds of data collection and will be completed in January 2013.  

Action Required        
            

1. First Report      
2. Second Report   
3. Briefing Data Collectors and Supervisors    
4. Revised Definitions  + Forms    
5. Data Collection by HSA + Submit to 

supervisors + Submit to District       
6. Data Entry  
7. Analysis + Report Writing 
8. Process Review  

Responsible Person   
  
EHO-WES  
EHO-WES        
EHO-WES   
ODF - Task Force   
EHO-WES         
 
EHO-WES    
EHO-WES    
ODF - Task Force                

Completion Date                                                  
  
End June 2012 
End Dec 2012 
End Feb 2012 
End  Jan 2012 
End March 2012 / End Sept 2012 
 
April-May 2012 / Oct-Nov 2012 
June 2012 / Dec 2012 
July 2012 / Jan 2013 

 

VI. Workshop sessions and key points of discussions 

Session 1: Expectations:  Group brainstorm activity 

  

 Review and discuss indicators and how data is collected 

 Discuss frequency of data collection 

 Clarification on terms / indicators 

 Meeting friends 
  

Session 2: District and MoH Updates 

  
MOH 

o Starting a pilot to work in districts with one M&E system in order for the Ministry to be 
able to manage a system instead of individual villages 

o Four districts were selected as pilot districts 
o Requests the pilot districts take this seriously to help them have a common 

understanding 
o Requests that they be open and honest when sharing feedback so that they can learn 

and have a common understanding 
  

Blantyre  

 Progress 
o DEHO called a briefing meeting with the supervisors who in turn have briefed the HSAs 
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o They have started collecting data and have been entering it into the spreadsheet 
o Expected the received data from 20 HC. 17/20 have reported data (1 is peri-urban) 
o 720 villages total,  535 received , 350 entered 
o Data  from 6 markets have been entered 
o Data from 11 HC / 21  (including the peri-urban one) have been entered 

 
 Challenges and Clarifications 

o Asked for clarification on whether the peri-urban HC/facilities be included 
o Don't have codes for villages so they are leaving it blank 
o Similar codes for GVH, TA   (All numbering  starting with one so they end up with 

multiple 1's) 
o Impermeable and Permeable  (suggests change of wording) 
o Is it necessary to include data from latrines for Health Centres? 
o Human resources data:  Has started entering but question again about peri-urban data 

inclusion 
 

Salima 

 Progress 
o Communications have been made   
o Salima had already started collecting data using another form   
o They have entered data into the template and married the old system and new to 

compare the information received.  Several indicators were very different and they will 
collect new data using the new forms in the next round.   

o The data collection is completed quarterly.  Was supposed to be in December but 
decided to wait until this meeting to get clarification on some of the indicators 
 

 Challenges and Clarifications 
o Forms indicate info by village.  Does that mean that each HSA should have 5 forms if 

they have 5 villages? 
o GVHs in the different TA will have the same codes 
o What happens in the situation where GVH are sharing a HC 
o Data entry sustainability: Every time they complete data collection they have to 

overwrite the data. How do we check the data from previous collections?   
o Informal villages.  E.g. 734 villages claimed by TA but HSA collect info from 2000.  What 

do we do in this situation? 
o NSO is piloting maternal deaths program so they are using the codes from this project to 

fill in the village codes, but it is only a selection of GVHs.   
  

Mzimba South (M’Mbelwa District Council) 

 Congratulated his colleagues.  Says he is ‘triggered’ by how much they have achieved. 
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 Progress 
o In Mzimba South they have briefed DCT members on the template at the Dec. 7th 

meeting and have determined which indicators need more clarification. Meeting with 
cluster managers on Monday to distribute forms  

o They are currently making print outs of the forms and have found this to be a challenge 
because they don't have adequate printers and photocopiers.  

 
 Challenges and Clarifications:  

o CLTS Follow-up indicators: focusing on activity and not the results/achievements 
o What does adequate mean when referring to latrines and bathrooms.  What is the 

standard? 
o Asked how are Reticulation systems defined? 
o Mushrooming of villages.  Ex. 10 villages one day and 15 the next week.   How many 

households are standard for a village and how are we going to give codes to the 
villages? Should we only consider registered villages or ones that have just been 
formed? 

  
Lilongwe 

 Progress 
o Had meeting with the DEHO  
o Had planned to have a briefing with the HSAs and supervisors but failed due to time 

constraints  
o They will start with the M&E briefings in January so they will have data collected in this 

first quarter   
o Distributed a form for School WASH that they have been using to collect data to 

workshop attendees 
 Previously, data was collected monthly, now it is quarterly 
 Form includes school zone, male and female enrolment and staff, water, 

latrines, urinals, and hand washing facilities (permanent and temporary) 
 Form only used in Lilongwe district 

  

Session 3: Indicators 

  
A. What makes a good indicator? 

 Useful in planning 

 Result oriented 

 Not ambiguous 

 Element of disease prevention 

 Measurable 
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B. Indicator Harmonization 

There is a need to harmonize sector indicators including for the Strengthening Water and Sanitation 
Monitoring and Evaluation (SWSME) project that is upcoming , the National Statistics Office’s Water, 
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) document to be collected every four years (this has not yet been 
finalized), and the MOH/district indicators .  
 
Focus of this workshop:   
Ministry of Health/District data that needs to be collected for planning    

 Where using similar indicators to the other data collection system the definitions should be 
the same  (E.g. NSO, SWSME)   

 
C. Indicator Clarification 

1. GENERAL INDICATORS 

1.1.  Codes: GVH, TA, Village 

Issues 

 Multiple GVHs in a district have the same code because each TA starts at 01 

 It is often forgotten to attach the GVH code to the TA code etc. to make 1 code with 9 digits. 
Example 

 District : 14 

 TA: 02 

 GVH: 01 

 Village: 036 

 Therefore village #  140201036 

Codes are a problem for GVHs that share Health Facilities 
 

Clarifications  

 Ministry of Health has asked the districts to create these codes and the codes are coming from 
the village registers  

 Most districts do not have active, updated registers 
 These codes are in the forms because this is what the Ministry wants to advocate but if in their 

districts it is not yet in place they can just use the names until the MOH has completed the roll 
out of this program.  

 These are not indicators but identification numbers to make analysis easier 
 For GVHs sharing HC facilities 

 This HC code does not propagate to village codes; but, the TA goes into the HC code so it 
should not be a problem. 

 For Informal villages 
 Try to come up with a solution for this problem with the District Council during this 

pilot.  Share solutions at the next meeting. 
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 We cannot change this challenge in the scope of this M&E pilot  
 This is a problem because the village numbers are being assigned by the HSAs and they 

could choose the same number within the GVH 

 It was suggested that only one person at the district level should assign the codes. In 
LLW it's the Council who assigns the codes.  There is a booklet and a list of 9190 villages.   

 Discuss this at a later date 

Decisions 

 The location codes on the form should be kept in separate columns (District, TA, GVH, Village) 
instead of having only one column with the entire code.  This will reduce error in data entry. 

 The codes should be maintained even in districts with inactive or incomplete registries. 
 Work with the districts to use the codes that are already established and if they have not been 

created in the district yet leave the code section blank for now. 
  
 

1.2.  Date of Last Data collection 

Issues 

 What is this information used for?  

 At what level do we keep the data?  District or National? 

Clarifications  

 The date may depend on how the spreadsheet is being used, updated, and written over. 

Decisions 

 Remove 'last' from the phrase ‘Date of Last Data Collection’.  This should reflect the date that 
this data was collected.  

 Save each round of data collection under a different name and copy a new sheet. 

 The data should be kept at the district level with a periodic report sent to National level.  The 
data also needs to be available for major NGOs working in the district. 

 Improvements:  Access or more sophisticated database that will allow for collection of multiple 
data sets should be investigated. 

 
 

1.3. All indicators with “impermeable floor” and “no impermeable floor”  

Problem   

 Shouldn’t we just say permeable and impermeable? 
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Clarifications  

 What is the definition of impermeable: other than a cement slab? The Malawi water and 
sanitation sector has not agreed on a definition  

 UNICEF: Need to create guidance.   

 EWB: Can we use the actual definition of permeable/impermeable - water cannot seep through 
and it will not collapse 

 Schools use temporary/permanent with permanent = cement slab.  Are we using a different 
definition and should we be?   

o They have their own definitions in schools because there is a higher standard required    

 JMP - Joint Monitoring Program (UNICEF and WHO initiative) says you don't need to have a drop 
hole cover to have an improved latrine but in Malawi, the National Sanitation Policy (NSP) does.  

Decisions  

 Change indicator called “not impermeable” to “permeable”. 

 Create a guideline for what permeable and impermeable mean in practice. 

 Include both JMP and NSP indicators in the tool.   
 

2. CLTS INDICATORS 

 
2.1. Date of follow-up and Date declared ODF/ODF++  

 

Issues 

 By tracking only the date you do not track the progress.  This is potentially not a very useful 

indicator.  

Clarifications  

 Reasoning:  Multiple follow-ups have been shown to be important and the dates can be used as 
a planning tool to see when the latest follow-up was conducted, and where to put resources for 
future follow-ups. 

 May want to indicate the progress as well.   

 Most CLTS indicators are actually information that will be used to calculate or make analysis 
easier 

 May need to discuss having a separate sheet to show CLTS indicators because they are not 
required to be updated quarterly.   

 MOH: Request made to everyone to see if the CLTS indicators are going to help them with 
planning and if they feel things are missing. 

 UNICEF: Keep as is for the moment and see how it goes for the pilot and learn from the ground. 

  Which follow-up are we talking about?   
o Within the catchment area  
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o What about the DCT follow-ups to the field staff? 

Decisions 

 Leave CLTS indicators as is  for now as these indicators are flexible; districts interested in getting 
technical support for revising CLTS indicators can request it from EWB 

 Create a  plan to revisit CLTS indicators as part of the pilot 
  

3. FACILITY INDICATORS  

3.1. Approximate # of patrons  
 

Issues 

 Salima: What is the interest in knowing this? 

Clarifications  

 Blantyre: Important to know # to know whether there are sufficient facilities but how do you 
approximate?    

 MOH: Maybe the Distric Council has a registry of the vendors?    

 Mzimba:  Maybe HSAs can assist? 

Decisions 

 Make ranges in the definition of # of estimated users to help with estimates. (modify forms or 
just definitions?)   

 Create standards for how many sanitation facilities are enough.   
 

 
4. HEALTH CENTRE INDICATORS  

 
4.1. Type of Facilities (Health Centres) 

 

Clarification 

 The types of Health Centres written here are only examples.   

Decisions 

 Peri-urban Health Centres should also be included in data collection (should be included as type 
of Health Centre). 
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4.2. Functioning reticulated water system (HC)  
 

Problem 

 What is the definition of a reticulated water system?   

Clarification 

 MOH: Health facilities should have access to water from within the facility.  Only the supervisor 
fills this in and the definition therefore must be informed. 

 EWB:  Is it important to differentiate between whether a service/infrastructure exists at a HC 
and whether or not it is functional. Maybe this data is collected in another format.  District 
Health Management Team (DHMT) or regular data collection form. 

Decision 

 Add column on whether the service/infrastructure is there (yes/no) and then whether it is 
functional or non-functional for health centres.   

 
5. SCHOOL INDICATORS  

 
5.1.  # Eco-san latrines  

 

Problem 

 Why are eco-san latrines only under schools and not in other sanitation indicators? 

 These have been controversial because they have been promoted in high density area.  A 
latrine pit should be able to handle 6 months worth of feces and in these areas eco-san 
might not be appropriate because they fill up too quickly.  

Decisions 

 Continue to track # of eco-san latrines in schools during the pilot and revisit utility after first 
round of data has been collected.  
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5.2. Status of Main Water Source (schools) 
 

Problem 

 Salima: This is already collected as part of the village water points 

 Lilongwe: Should this be separated out into # of types like the School WASH form (Borehole, 
Tap, Protected Well)?   

Clarification 

 MOH: If this is removed it is difficult to calculate the school WASH indicators.  

 If this form will replace other forms including the School WASH form presented by LLW then 
the type of water source should also be collected.  

Decisions  

 The main water source should be collected and the type of water sources available should 
be added to the form for schools. 

 

6. SANITATION INDICATORS 

 
6.1. Functional borehole w and w/o clean surrounding 
 

Problem 

 The definition of clean surrounding is unclear and subjective. 

Clarifications 

 A draft of the definition of clean surrounding was distributed.  

 Salima: Score a borehole's cleanliness  based on a checklist with a ranking  

 MOH:  Ask three questions:  
o No water stagnation (including soak way) 
o Free from excessive dirt 
o Free from bushes 

 Everyone agreed that this would be sufficient and simple for HSAs to judge cleanliness 

 Question remains about soak way pit with stones and no water ponds (mosquito breeding).   

 It should not be used for irrigation / watering animals 
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Decisions 

 Modify definition of clean surrounding to include: No water stagnation (including soak way), 
Free from excessive dirt, Free from bushes. 
 

6.2.  Handwashing facility 
 

Problem 

 What is the definition?   
o Where - near latrine or not?  

o With or without soap?  - MOH: in rural areas soap is not mandatory  

Decisions 

 No decisions about hand-washing definitions were taken at the meeting (Note: Revisions to 
the definition were made post-meeting and distributed to districts). 

 
 
7. HUMAN RESOURCES (HR) INDICATORS 

 
7.1. CLTS/PHAST training 
 

Problem  

 Will the CLTS/PHAST training information be useful?  

 Does it need to be updated quarterly?  

Clarifications 

 Useful to know which field staff have been trained in which approaches, and for planning 
future trainings 

 There is a very high turn-over rate so it might be important to keep of this quarterly.    

Decisions 

 Only update CLTS/PHAST training information when there is a change or training. 
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Session 4: Forms 

  
FORMAT 
 
Two options were presented for review:   

 1 page/village 

 1 form (2 pages)/HSA, PEA, Health Centre Supervisor 
  

Decisions 

 Always better to use less paper  

 Include more indicators on each page  

 One compiled sheet per person collecting  (3 data collection templates) 
  
 STANDARDIZATION 
 
 Discussion on whether to standardize forms across all districts 
 

Advantages 
- Easier to share with development partners 
- Reporting 
- Aggregation 
- Helps with turnover 
- Facilitates fair comparison 

  

Disadvantage       
- Limit people (harder to innovate) 
- Quality issues can be left out 
- Harder to modify 

  

  

Decisions  

 Need to give room within the pilot phase to modify forms 

 Whether to standardize the form for scale-up will be decided after the pilot 

 Everyone should collect the same indicators but they can use whichever form they feel 
will work best in their district. 

 Add feedback / comment section to the existing forms during the pilot 
  

Session 5: Data collection Frequency and Reporting 

 
FREQUENCY 

  

 Lilongwe proposed collection 2x / year instead of quarterly.  All in attendance agreed 
that this was acceptable. 
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Decision 

 There should be bi-annual data reporting instead of quarterly but the process for data 
collection should be on-going.   

  
REPORTING 
 

 EWB has been working on creating an aggregated spreadsheet that will help with 
analysis (Framework for analysis)  

 MOH has not yet come up with a standardized reporting form but will be able to use the 
excel spreadsheets (database) to calculate the indicators they need at the national 
level. 

 EWB can help brainstorm on overcoming challenges, collect best practices on this 
process 
 

Decisions 

 EWB will help set up the database. 

 The districts will send the database to the Ministry of Health (MoH). 

 The data entry spreadsheets will be standardized. 

 EWB will help the pilot districts with the data analysis and its use in district decision 
making. 

  

Session 6: Integration with SWSME 

  
CURRENT SITUATION 
 

 Pilot districts chosen for the pilot of the SWSME Sector M&E Framework: Chikwawa, 
Ntcheu, Karonga 

  
1. How do we make sure 'Strengthening Water and Sanitation Monitoring and Evaluation’ SWSME 

and Sanitation M&E are working together 
 Link with Director of Sanitation so that as they develop framework they can consider 

harmonization with this pilot 
  

2. How do we make sure tools and learning from Sanitation M&E  Pilot inputs into SWSME 
 Invite MoAIWD to review meetings and otherwise brief them  
 Liaise with design of the secotr frameowrk (Consultant for the project and the M&E 

Technical Working Group (TWG)) 
 Brief NSHCU - prepare presentation for the next meeting , dig up the background on the 

knowledge of M&E of the NSHCU  
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 Document the lessons learned – both positive experiences and challenges – and share 
with the key people involved in the SWSME 

  

Session 7: Scale-up 

 
1. What to make sure happens after the pilot?  

 Results from the pilot are presented nationwide 

  
2. How do we build capacity of all districts? (methods generation) 

 Dissemination workshop where all the process will be shared including the results  
 Share experiences but also seek for national adoption 

 Develop national scale-up plan 

 Pilot districts could train other districts (maybe through the zone system - meet quarterly or 
on request) 

 Creation of internal feedback loops to iterate on design as needed 

 Document and compile a guideline for using the District-Level Sanitation M&E system  
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APPENDIX A: Workshop Programme 
 
8:00 – 8:30am          Opening Prayer and Introductory Remarks from Mr. Samanyika   

  
8:30 – 9:00          Updates on Progress from Pilot Districts and Ministry of Health  Informal  

  
9:00 – 10:30         Indicators: Feedback & Discussion - Part 1 

 What makes a good indicator? Discussion 

 Clarify current indicators and process changes 

 Agree on set definitions 

 Agree on inclusion/exclusion of certain indicators 
 
10:30 – 10:45          Tea Break 

 
10:45 – 11:30         Data: Feedback and Discussion – Part 2  

 Data Collection: Orientation Requirements and Frequency 

 Data Entry 

 Analysis and Reporting 
 
12:30 – 1:30          Lunch  
 

1:30 – 2:00          Discussion on System Sustainability and Skill Transfer   

 Training of Other Staff Members 

 Integration overall district M&E system 

 Sharing with other sectors and Health Centres 
  

2:00 - 2:30           Action Plan – Moving forward with the Pilot  
 
 2:30 - 3:15           Discussion on  “Strengthening Water and Sanitation Monitoring and Evaluation” 
   Project (SWSME) & its Integration with District-Level Sanitation M&E pilot  
 
3:15 – 3:30          Tea Break 

  
3:30 – 4:15          Discussion on Scale-up Strategy   
 
4:15 – 4:25          Any Other Business (AOB)  

  
4:25 – 4:30          Closing Remarks and Prayers 
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APPENDIX B: Workshop Budget 
 

M&E Workshop for Pilot districts 
Item Unit Cost Quantity  Frequency 

Total 
(MK) 

Total (USD 
1:160) 

Workshop to evaluate and improve upon 
nationwide CLTS & sanitation M& system for Pilot 

Districts (8 participants, 2 EWB facilitators) 

Allowance for Accomodation, Breakfast and dinner 
for those staying out of town (3 district staff, 
government rates) 15000 3 1 45000  $                  281.25  

Allowance for Accomodation, Breakfast and dinner 
for those staying out of town (3 support staff, 
government rates) 6000 3 1 18000  $                  112.50  

Lunch for participants and 5 support staff 1000 15 1 15000  $                     93.75  

Refreshments 500 10 1 5000  $                     31.25  

Fuel for transportation reimbursement (3 districts 
travelling from far) 380 300 1 114000  $                  712.50  

Stationery (each with 8 notepads, 1 boxes of 
markers, 2 flip charts, 1 masking tape, 10 pens, 1 
ream of paper) 5000 1 1 5000  $                     31.25  

Total for meeting 
         
202,000.00   $               1,262.50  

Total 202000 1 1 
         
202,000.00   $               1,262.50  
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APPENDIX C: List of Attendees 
 

Chriswell Nkoloma, Blantyre EHO-WES 

 

Noel Khunga, Salima EHO-WES 

 

Sam Chirwa, Lilongwe EHO-WES 

 

Chimwemwe Jella, Mzimba EHO-WES 

 

Young Samanyika, Principal EHO for WES, Ministry of Health 

 

Chimwemwe Nyimba, Sanitation Specialist, UNICEF 

 

Herald, Lilongwe District, Primary Education Advisor 

 

Jolly Ann Maulit, EWB, Sanitation Program Leader 

 

Alyssa Lindsay, EWB, Incoming Team Leader/Director 

 

Ashley Meek, EWB, African Programs Staff 

 

Imran Hamdad, EWB, Professional Fellow for CLTS in Salima 
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APPENDIX D: Current List of Indicators 
*Revised as of January 26, 2012 based on workshop feedback from pilot districts.  Open for further 

revisions at future pilot reviews.  

 

VILLAGE LEVEL DATA 

Date of Last Data Collection 

Name of HSA 

Name of Village 

Number of Households 

Households With Basic Latrines (Permeable Floor, No DHC) 

Households With Basic Latrines (Permeable Floor, with DHC) 

Households With Composting Latrines (EcoSan) 

Households With Basic Latrines (Impermeable Floor, No DHC) 

Households With Improved Latrines (Impermeable Floor + DHC) 

Households With Water Closets 

Hand Washing Facilities 

Functional Boreholes With Clean Surroundings 

Functional Boreholes Without Clean Surroundings 

Non-Functional Boreholes 

Functional Taps With Clean Surroundings 

Functional Taps Without Clean Surroundings 

Non-Functional Taps 

Functional Protected Shallow Wells With Clean Surroundings 

Functional Protected Shallow Wells Without Clean Surroundings 

Non-Functional Protected Shallow Wells 

Functional Protected Springs With Clean Surroundings 

Functional Protected Springs Without Clean Surroundings 

Non-Functional Protected Springs 

 

CLTS INDICATORS 

Triggered in CLTS? (Y/N) 

Date Triggered 

Triggering funded by: 

Date of Follow-up 1 

Date of Follow-up 2 

Date of Follow-up 3 

Date of Follow-up 4 

Awaiting verification? (Y/N) 

ODF Status 
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Date declared ODF 

ODF++ Status 

Date Declared ODF++ 

 

FACILITY INDICATORS 

Name of Facility 

Type of Facility (Market or Bus Depot) 

Approximate number of patrons (with ranges provided) 

Name of Area Supervisor 

Traditional Authority 

Number of Functional Basic Latrines 

Number of Functional Improved Latrines 

Number of Urinals 

Number of Handwashing Facilities 

Properly Functioning Refuse Management System 

Number of Functioning Protected Water Sources 

 

HEALTH CENTRE  

Date of Last Data Collection 

Health Centre 

Health Centre Code 

Traditional Authority 

Traditional Authority Code 

Type of Facility (e.g.. Health Centre, Dispensary) 

Operator (Gov’t, Private, CHAM) 

Adequate Bath Shelters (Y/N) 

Reticulated Water System Available? (Y/N) 

Functioning Reticulated Water System (Y/N) 

Functioning Stand-Alone Water Point (Y/N) 

Functioning Incinerator (Y/N) 

Properly Managed Refuse Pits (Y/N) 

Properly Functioning Liquid Waste Management Systems (Y/N) 

Properly Functioning Placenta Pits (Y/N) 

Functioning Handwashing Facilities (Y/N) 

 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

Traditional Authority 

Health Centre 

Health Centre Code 

Extension Worker Name 
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Extension Worker Position (HSA,WMA, CDA, etc.) 

Trained in CLTS? (Y/N) 

Trained in PHAST? (Y/N) 

 


